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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The report aims to study the prospect ofIntemet shopping in Hong Kong. 
It is based on secondary information available on the Internet, magazines and 
newspaper. A primary research was done to collect data on consumer attitudes in 
Hong Kong. 
While there are more and more entrepreneurs and businesses rushing on to 
the Internet, its potential as a transaction channel is in doubt. Some people think that 
most of the implementations are out ofvanity. Having said that, the growth of 
Internet penetration is phenomenon in the US and picking up ofIntemet shopping 
satisfactory, although it is not as fast as some practitioners predicted. 
Internet shopping can be viewed as an extension of direct marketing tools 
because they share some characteristics in common: aim to initiate immediate action 
to purchase and generate measurable transactions at any locations. At the same time, 
Internet shopping is different from traditional direct marketing tools. Customers who 
shop on the Internet have high level of involvement during the purchasing process. 
Marketing communications on the Internet are interactive in nature which allow 
consumers to tailor made marketing messages for themselves. Lastly, it is a two-step 
marketing model which requires promotion ofweb sites before the selling process has 
started. 
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Internet shopping provides many benefits to merchants and consumers: 
For merchants: 
• Low costs to develop and maintain a cyber store; 
• Increase sales of existing products by reach more potential customers; 
• Increase speed to market since web pages are easy to be updated; 
• Expanded delivery channels for wholesalers that they can access 
consumers directly; 
• Access to global market place instantly and at low costs; 
• Level playing field for merchants; 
For consumers: 
• Access to wide range of products from all over the World; 
n ！ f Cheaper price by bypassing middlemen; L/ 
, C ) Shopping convenience. 
At the same time, there are arguments against Internet shopping: 
For merchants: 
• Back end fulfillment and support system are not ready; 
• Target base is not online yet; 
• Security ofonline transactions is in doubt; 
For consumers: 
U I Consumers are techno-phobia; 
9 Web page downloading time are slow; 
• Consumers are worried about quality of customer services available 
from vendors on the Internet; 
( / ^ It is hard to find whereabouts ofdesired products on the Intemet; 
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• Responses to order sometimes are not timely; 
^ Entry costs, including purchase of software and hardware and Internet 
J 
access, are significant. 
Hong Kong Internet users are mainly male. They are mostly between the 
age of 25 to 29. Their household incomes are on the high end ofHK$479 thousand. 
Penetration ofIntemet shopping is still very low at 3%. Having said that, about 53% 
non-shoppers feel interested in Internet shopping in the future. The main reason 
against Internet shopping is concem on data security and that consumers are satisfied 
with shopping from retail outlets. 
Florists are the most frequently seen Hong Kong vendors on the Internet. 
Other products on the Internet are book & magazine and catering. Generally, these 
vendors do not offer special price scheme on the Internet. They are mostly design 
professionally and are bi-lingual in English and Chinese. Credit card is still the most 
common accepted payment method. Besides, cash and check delivery are alternatives 
commonly adopted by cautious merchants in Hong Kong. 
The future ofIntemet shopping is highly related to the development of 
infrastructure, Internet software, secured payment system, back up fulfillment system 
and a more sensible search engine for Hong Kong consumers. 
To conclude, Internet shopping will not be main stream retail channel. It 
should target at niche market with their own unique selling points. 
Given the fact that Hong Kong consumers are satisfied with traditional 
retail chamiel, Internet shopping sites have to have unique value proposition. For 
example, niche specialty shops and discounted product offers as a result oflower 
operating costs are some of the ideas. 
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This report aims to study the prospect of Internet shopping in Hong Kong. 
As more and more companies, entrepreneurs and individuals are rushing on 
to the Internet, its usage has been extending from its initial goal to share information 
for educational and research purpose to commercial applications. The deployment of 
the Internet for advertising, customer care and online commerce becomes more 
popular. 
However, there have been doubts around Internet being a viable retailing 
medium. Securities of transactions on the Intemet, small and niche Internet 
population and the added value brought by the medium are some common questions. 
The deployment ofIntemet to provide retailing service to Hong Kong 
people is even more controversial. In Hong Kong, shops offering products from all 
over the world are located conveniently in business and residential districts. Since it 
is extremely favorable for Hong Kong people to shop from department stores, 
shopping malls and even side walk outlets, it is questionable why they would be 
attracted by shopping on the Intemet. Yet, there are entrepreneurs and retailers who 
have started to offer products to consumers on the Intemet. While the modes of their 
operations are slightly different one from the other, apparently they think Intemet is a 
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retailing medium with bright prospect. By studying their business motive, we may 
understand more about how retailers and merchants view the future ofIntemet 
retailing. 
Finally, this study gives some insights to businesses and entrepreneurs in 
Hong Kong when they would like to go into Intemet shopping. 
Scope 
Online shopping, interactive shopping and many other terms are quite 
frequently discussed lately. In simple terms, they are the shopping channels which 
offer customers the convenience of completing transactions after viewing product 
information on screen real time. Currently, interactive shopping is mostly available 
on cable TV, broadcast TV and World Wide Web. 
This study focuses on consumer attitudes towards retailing on the World 
Wide Web in Hong Kong and shopping sites owned by Hong Kong merchants. 
Methodology 
Secondary Research 
Published information on Intemet shopping forms the basis ofthis research. 
This information is published in book dedicated to Intemet commerce, marketing and 
business magazines and, most of all, on the Intemet. 
However, published information on Intemet shopping is largely addressed 
to US or European population. Due to the difference in geography, life style and 
culture between Asian and American or European communities, significant 
differences in consumer behavior are expected between them. Therefore, primary 
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research is necessary to collect merchant attitude and consumer perception towards 
Internet shopping. 
Primary Research 
A survey is done to collect primary data on consumer attitudes in Hong 
Kong in order to verify the deduction made from the secondary information which 
mostly concerns the westem world. 
Targets of the research were: 
• Hong Kong residents 
• Aged 18+ 
• Male & female 
• Completed secondary education 
Targeted population was sampled by convenient sampling method. A 
structured questionnaire was distributed to the students ofMBA programs in Hong 
Kong and employees of four companies. Since the questionnaires were handed 
personally to the prospect respondents, a good response rate was secured. Also, in 
view ofthe lately passed Privacy Act, it is extremely difficult to get a quality database 
of our target samples. At the same time, the prospect respondents reached by the 
convenient sampling fitted into the planned profile. 
The study was not limited to current Internet users only as the attitudes of 





Internet appeared in the mid-1980's when public and commercial networks 
were linked up. Its growth has been accelerated since then. At that time, the usage of 
Internet was mostly for research and public information exchange. These 
communications were text based. 
In mid-1993, multimedia became possible with the introduction ofWorld 
Wide Web. A combination of special software and a way of connecting documents by 
URLs and hyperlinks allows users to surf on the Internet by simply moving and 
clicking a mouse. Pictures, sound and video became possible. It did not only make 
surfing on the Internet easier and more fun, but also made marketing and advertising 
on the Internet viable and effective. 
Given the huge development ofIntemet, the user base is accelerating. 
Internet users are estimated to grow at 1000% from 16.1 million in 1995 to 163 
million in 2000'. 
1 International Data Corporate, Oriental News, 25 February 1997. 
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Worldwide Internet Users Growth 
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Source: International DataCorporat ion 
Clearly businessmen and entrepreneurs soon found out very soon that the 
Internet is a very good direct marketing medium. It is able to deliver much 
information to prospects with vivid presentations of picture, sound and even video. 
The interactive nature of the medium proves itself a tool of response mechanism for 
direct marketing campaigns. When Internet shopping attracts more and more interest 
from businesses in Hong Kong, what is its future in this small city in Asia and how 
can businesses on the Internet be successful despite the many restrictions? 
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CHAPTER3 
BASICS OF DIRCT MARKETING 
The Direct Marketing Association (DMA) defines direct marketing as:". . . 
an interactive system of marketing which uses one or more advertising media to effect 
a measurable response and/ or transaction at any location". ^ 
There are typical three categories of direct marketing programs: 
Direct Response 
Direct response seeks to achieve a direct, measurable response from the 
target audience;. The responses can be invited and stimulated by advertisements in 
magazines, broadcast TV, newspaper and many other media. The types of responses 
range from request for product information or catalogs to placing an order. 
Direct Mail 
It refers to the contacts with customers and potential customers by posting 
mail to them. Due to the high costs associated with direct mail programs, it is usually 
done with selective mailing list. Direct mail programs do not necessarily request 
specific responses from audience. Sometimes simply product updates are sent out. 
2 The Direct Marketing Association (DMA) 
3 "Strategic Advertising Campaign", Don E. Schultz, & Beth E. Bames, 4th edition. 
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However, in most of the times, direct mail programs are used to generate orders to 
justify the high costs associated with it. 
Telemarketing 
Telemarketing can be classified as inbound and outbound. Inbound 
telemarketing is usually used in conjunction with other direct marketing tools. 
Outbound telemarketing is a more proactive approach usually commissioned to 
generate sales. 
The above three approaches of direct marketing share the same similarities: 
Marketers take the active role in sending messages to targeted prospects. Marketers 
offer whatever products available and bombard potential consumers with unsolicited 
information. It is very different from Internet shopping where more and more 
prospects surf on the Internet and search for the product information that they need. 
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CHAPTER 4 
RETAILING ON THE INTERNET 
Internet shopping is an extension ofdirect marketing. By saying so, it 
means while Internet shopping shares a few common characteristics with traditional 
direct marketing methods, it also possesses additional attributes which make this 
medium a unique one. 
Like other direct marketing tools, Internet shopping aims to initiate 
immediate action to purchase. Unlike other campaign to generate a desirable brand 
image, public opinion or product awareness, direct marketing campaigns carry more 
“hard facts" about the subject products. Therefore, response mechanism is a key 
marketing communication component. 
In addition, Intemet shopping effects a measurable transaction at any 
location, which is another characteristic ofdirect marketing tools. Even better, it can 
also track number ofhits ofany web pages which would provide some information for 
analysis of customer interest and needs. 
Having said that, Intemet shopping does possess some differences from 
traditional direct marketing tools. 
Consumer Involvement 
Intemet marketing differs from traditional direct marketing channels in the 
sense that potential consumers have more choices on the types of information to be 
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received. On the Intemet, consumers invite only the advertisements and product 
information that they require, as opposed to sitting at home and waiting for the direct 
mailing pieces and catalogs to come to them or broadcast of direct response 
advertisements. Traditionally, marketers ask consumers, "This is want I have, do you 
want it?" On the Intemet, consumers ask marketers, "This is what I want, do you 
have it?’，4 They are in control. 
Interactive Marketing Model 
The interactive nature ofIntemet surfing allows Intemet shoppers to visit 
web pages along with the path that they select. In a sense, they create their own 
marketing message from vendors. Messages to individual shoppers are unique and 
tailored to his needs and interests. This is a step toward the ideology of segment or 
fragment marketing. 
Two-step Marketing Model 
The marketing models ofIntemet marketing and traditional direct 
marketing are also different: 
Internet Marketing 
$ ^ M ~ ~ p p r % . ^ ^ 
| r ; ^ ^ P ^ : |mar^messages | ^ 
Traditional Direct Marketing 
Receive marketing s r ~ ^ 
messages from , Place order ^ 
marketer | 
Ss-^ i^： 
4 "The Future of Interactive Marketing", 3 January 1997. 
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From the charts on the previous page, you can see that marketing on the 
Intemet is basically a two-step marketing. Marketers have to sell their web sites 
before they can sell their products to consumers. 
Before shoppers can browse around their shopping sites, marketers have to 
lead their prospects to the location. Marketers can either advertisement the Web site 
addresses on traditional advertising channels or link their sites from major search 
engines. The former would often tum out to be very expensive which make Intemet 
shopping business cases not viable. The later creates another task for marketers to sell 
their sites with competition from some hundreds other sites returned from the search. 
It leads to the issue that marketing on the Intemet is actually not as cheap as 
people think if the promotion of web sites is not done properly in a cost effective way. 
Categories of Vendors on the Internet 
Retailers on the Intemet would properly adopt one of the many business 
models. They can be any one of the following types: 
Producers/ Traders Selling Directly to Consumers 
Producers and traders go online to extend and control a new channel quite 
conveniently. These producers or traders usually already have their established retail 
channels. Controlling these channels is not an easy task. They have to worry about 
whether the right marketing messages are delivered by the retailers, whether their 
products get a good exposure in the retail channels and many more. Besides, they 
have absolutely ownership on the consumers. Expanding retail channels is another 
difficult task and usually is very expensive. 
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Internet store offers solution to all these issues. In addition, users perceive 
that without the middlemen, they can get a better deal. Also, the bond between the 
brand and consumers are built through these direct transactions and auxiliary services 
offered on the sites. 
Example is Microsoft Product Home Page (http://www.jaring.my/biz/ 
mog/). 
Existing Retailers Extending Their Outlets 
Online stores usually play a supplementary role in retailers' marketing mix. 
Going online sometimes means the reach to target groups different from their retail 
stores' existing base. Sometimes, it is only an advertising channel to promote these 
retail stores. Frequently, the information of shop location is also available on the 
shopping sites and the product information for online shopping is also advertisements 
for the products offered in the retail stores. More often, retailers adopt a mix strategy 
and make the effort not focused. 
Example is Wellcome Supermarket (http://imsp001.netvigator.comy' 
shopping/wellcome/index.html). 
Entrepreneurs in the Cyber Space 
This is the most frequently seen category on the Internet. Entrepreneurs 
given with creative ideas start up their own businesses on the Internet. They operate 
their retail outlets only in the cyber space. Often they sell services and ideas. For 
example, in Hong Kong, people set up cyber florists. In most ofthe cases, these 
entrepreneurs do not have a "real" florist that backs up the cyber stores. What they do 
is receiving orders on the Internet and they go to wholesalers to stock flowers just to 
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meet daily demand. To enhance their selling points, they may line up with 
entrepreneurs overseas for international delivery. They add value in the value chain 
by referring order to the appropriate overseas vendors. 
Since selling on the Internet is only focus ofthese sites, marketing effort is 
more focused to close sales at the cyber stores. 
Examples are A Rose For You (http://www.aroseforyou.com/ 
introduction.html) and Buddies Floral Express (http://members.hknet.comy'-netsales/ 
buddiesflorist/). 
Entrepreneurs Maintaining a Mall and Accommodate Consignments 
These entrepreneurs establish their web sites, attract traffic to the sites by 
providing information and other related services. When the traffic built up, they 
recruit vendors to join their cyber malls at a fee and sometimes with commissions 
dependent of turnover. Owners of these malls may also offer web site design and 
development services to generate additional revenue stream and to achieve a 
consistent look around the malls. 
The key success factor for this kind of shopping sites is visitor base. 
Logically, Intemet service providers are major players in this category since they have 
already had a customer base to which they promote the sites. Alternatively, 
entrepreneurs can build reputation of their sites with proper value proposition. 
Examples are Netvigator Home Page (http://www.netvigator.com/mega/ 
maga.html) and Montgomery Wong's Webshop (http://www.montywong.comy^) 
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Benefits of Internet shopping 
Advertisers and retailers are mshing to establish their presence on the 
Internet. Probably they do so partly because it is a hype. Having said that, one cannot 
deny that marketing on the Internet does offer certain unique benefits to them. 
Merchants' Point of View 
^ ^ ^ o w e r costs - The costs to establish and maintain a web site vary with the 
scale of operations. It can range from $500 (write your own pages and pay a monthly 
fee for hosting service) to as high as some hundred thousand dollars (hire an agency to 
design and develop web pages and buy your own computer to host the pages). 
Moderate merchants spend some ten thousand to outsource web design and 
development and then a few hundred per month for hosting service. Comparing with 
the costs to establish and maintain retail stores, mailing list rental, paper and postage 
costs of direct mailing, media costs of direct response TV and printed media 
advertising, this investment is minimal. 
In addition, by inviting consumers to visit the web sites to search for 
relevant information and place an order by themselves, the number of customer care 
calls would be greatly reduced. 
The interactive nature of the medium also reduces costs by providing 
sample electronically instead ofby paper or floppy disk. 
Due to its low cost characteristics, Internet is good for start-up and low 
volume business. 
Increase sales of existing products - Merchants may see Internet shopping 
merely a means to increase sales of existing products. It is seen as just an additional 
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outlet. For the merchants, there is no difference in terms of strategy for retailing 
through a store or on the Intemet. 
1 ^ Increase speed to market - Traditional catalog marketer can only afford 
the time and money to update catalog twice a year. With Intemet, merchandise 
information can easily be updated at low cost in a timely manner. Also, any changes 
can be updated within 24 hours on the Intemet. Most importantly, this gives 
merchants the flexibility in pricing to reflect the ever changing competition in retail 
market. 
Expanded delivery channels - Wholesalers can market their products to 
consumers directly through direct marketing. Retailers are no more the only channels 
to distribute their output. 
Access to global market place - Coming out as an international network, 
Intemet offers unprecedented global reach, at low costs and almost instantly. It is 
obviously when the ideology of the Intemet is to offer an information network without 
boundary. 
Level playing field for merchants - One-man companies can look as good 
as a 100-employee business on the Intemet. It is therefore a good medium for 
entrepreneurs to build 
Generally, the low development and maintenance costs to do business on 
the Intemet make it possible for small businesses with low turnover yet be able to 
reach to the World. Economy of scale is no longer the name of the game, but 
creativity is. 
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Consumers' Point of View 
Access to wide range of products - On the Intemet, consumers access to a 
much wider range of products than those available from local retail stores. They can 
reach out to retailers located in anywhere in the World. Exotic products cannot be 
found commonly in the street may be available on the Intemet. In addition, since 
retailers on the Intemet usually do not stock all merchandises and only get them from 
their suppliers when they are ordered. Therefore, they can afford to offer more 
variety. For example, Amazon.com, a famous book store on the Web, offers a 
selection of 1.1 million books. 
Cheaper price - Web shoppers try to get a lower price by bypassing 
middlemen when shopping on the Intemet. 61% of web users in the US prefer to 
purchase from manufacturers instead of from retailers，. Prior to the days with 
Intemet, it was relatively inconvenient to do so when they had to visit a remote 
factory outlet in order to shop directly from manufacturers. 
US Web User's Preferred Source for Purchases 
Retailer 
30^) 
No Reference 36% i r ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Manufacturer 
61% 
Source: Global Concept 
In addition, Web shoppers may benefits from lower operating costs of 
retailers on the Intemet, who do not need to pay expensive rent, hire shop keepers and 
5 "Shopping in the Intemet", Global Concepts, 1996. 
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stock large amount of merchandises. For example, Amazon.com, while offering a 
wide range of titles, is also able to keep as much as 30% discounts on best sellers. 
,^'^^^onvenience - Virtual shops are open 24 hours a day and seven days a 
week. Also, Web shoppers can do window shopping or make the purchase wherever 
they are, as long as they can access to the Internet. It is therefore very favorable for 
busy company employees to shop at work. 
Arguments Against Internet Shopping 
As people are talking about and rushing into Internet commerce, there are 
doubts around the medium. People argue that Internet is a hype or merely a small part 
of an integrated marketing campaign, more than a retailing channel in its own right. 
Why Internet shopping cannot be brought on full speed? Followings are some of the 
views. 
Merchants' Point of View 
Back end fulfillment and support system not available - Merchants 
using traditional retail channel may not have the fulfillment process and infrastructure 
in place to support online orders received on the Internet. They need to have the 
system capability to download the order information from the Internet, organize the 
data, verify payment information provided and a delivery system to support the final 
step to fulfill customers. It seems to be simple and intuitive. However, to establish 
efficient, cost effective and accurate support system is never an easy task. 
For direct marketers who extend their channel to the Internet, they may not 
have the capacity to handle additional orders flooding in from the Internet. 
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Target base is not online yet - It is commonly believed that online citizens 
are male dominated, students or well-educated professional and aged somewhat 
between 28 to 32 years old. Merchandises target this group of people are limited to a 
narrow range of categories. Moreover, people on the Intemet only compose 5% to 
8.4% of total World population. Thus, the coverage ofIntemet is still considered to 
limited. 
Security of online transaction - While the security of online transaction 
using credit card as payment method is focal concem of consumers, it is also one the 
considerations for merchants too. When the concem on security is still around, 
merchants would expect consumers to be reluctant to purchase on the Intemet and 
therefore affect the prospect of the medium in retailing. Also, ifconsumers' credit 
card information is leaked out when they are submitting the information to the 
merchants, merchants' reputation will be seriously damaged. 
Consumers' Point ofView 
High entry costs -To enable shopping on the Intemet, consumers have to 
install an Intemet enabled personal computer. It would mean a big capital investment. 
Besides, monthly access fee will be incurred. It is quite unlikely for consumers to 
purchase a computer only to view Intemet. As a result, web citizens are still confined 
to small portion of total population. 
<J^^ Techno-phobia consumers - Even if consumers are willing to pay for the 
hardware and software, they may not have the ability to choose for the right set up of 
equipment. Currently available plug-and-play type personal computers may help the 
situation. Having said that, consumers after all may not like the idea to work on a 
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personal computer when less than 20% of people can operate advanced feature of a 
VCR. 
' ^ Slow downloading time - The downloading time per web page ranges 
from a few seconds to longer than a minute. When shopping on the Internet usually 
take the customer through more than three to four pages, plus the time he needs to 
spend through searching for the right site i fhe does not know the exact URL address, 
it can be discouraging sometimes. 
' 0 
1^  ) Customer service - Human-interface-free is one of characteristics of 
• J 
Internet shopping. Order can be made by punching in the order information and 
inquiries can be made by email. It is useful in terms of giving precise and accurate 
information. However, consumers may have doubt if they can get the appropriate 
support when necessary since they have never seen or heard human face or voice. 
They do not even know the merchants that they do business with even exist! 
/ ^ Hard-to-find whereabouts of desired products and services - When 
V \ ^ 
consumers want to purchase on the Internet, they have to go to the appropriate sites. 
How they can do it? There are a couple of ways. The most efficient ways are to use 
"Shopping Mall" to guide them to the appropriate product/ service sites or go directly 
to the sites ifthey know their URL addresses. However, if consumers do not know 
either ofthe addresses, they have no choice but using search engines. 
Using searchen|ines sometimes may be discouraging. Ifconsumers do not 
enter specific enough search key, they may wind up looking for the right sites from a 
list of some hundreds possible choices. Even worst is if they are not using an updated 
search engine, they may never be able to locate to the desirable information. 
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/ ) Slow response - Speedy response to inquiries and orders are key to success 
i J 
because convenience and efficiency are two of the unique selling point of Intemet 
shopping. If merchants can not respond to request within 24 hours, they are going 
nowhere but getting angry email, returned merchandises and canceled orders. In 
addition, not all Intemet shopping sites are registered with search engines. Meaning is 
ifyou do not know the specific URLs, that is the end of the story. 
Satisfied with traditional channels - Retail stores enable consumers to 
see, touch and try merchandises before the purchase. Telephone ordering is easy and 
convenient to use. Catalog ordering is a pleasure when you go through the catalog at 
leisure and make order byjust completing a form. Then the question is why customer 
would like to adopt a new and somewhat sophisticated channel when all they needs 
can by satisfied by readily available channels. 
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CHAPTER 5 
INTERNET SHOPPING IN THE US 
Web Citizen Demographics and Preferences*^ 
From a survey committed in September 1996, which researched 500 
respondents in the US, typical web citizens can be summarized as follows: 
• Young male 
• Affluent and well-educated 
• Married 
• Spends a lot of time online? 
The demographics ofWeb citizens, to certain extent, explain the 
merchandises currently exist on the Internet. Cars, books, magazines, computer 
hardware and software clearly appeal to this group of young, affluent and well 
educated American male. 
The question is, who the next generation Internet users are. It will 
determine the diversification of merchandises available on the Internet other than 
traditional categories ofcomputer, cars, books and magazines. 
As for payment method, Americans are receptive to non-cash options in 
general. About 52% respondents choose credit card as the preferred payment method. 
Other choices are payment by debit (18%), by check (17%) and by cash (13%). 
6 "Consumer Payment Preferences in the Physical World and the Virtual World", Research by BAI and Global 
Concepts, 1996. 
7 Please see attachment for detailed charts. 
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Acceptance of these non-cash payment methods is crucial to the 
development ofIntemet shopping as they are the feasible payment methods for 
transactions in the virtual world. 
Online Shopping in the US 
27% ofheavy Web users are buying on the Intemet in 1996^ While the 
percentage ofWeb shoppers out of the total Web population is stable at around 30%, 
the penetration ofWeb users has grown from 16% in 1994 to 24% in 1995^ The 
volume of transaction on the Intemet has grown from US$240 million in 1994 to 
US$350 million in 1995. The annual turnover on the Intemet is expected to be 
US$6,9 billion in 2000. Although there are always arguments on the estimation of 
future potential ofIntemet shopping and this estimation which was made about one 
year ago may be proved to be too high referring to the slow pick up of Intemet 
commerce, the estimation somewhat explain people's expectation to Intemet as a 
transaction place. 
Turnover on the Internet 
I i ^ ^ ^ B 
:3_少彳穆着_一： m m ： 
当 - : : ^ 5 ^ ^ M i ^ • ---^j^^^^^^^^t^^^^^KS|t^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 0 | a H ^ ^ S H H i p l l K S 3 [ H V i ^ ^ ^ ^ H l ^ ^ 
1994 1995 2000 (est.) 
8 "Shopping on the Internet", Global Concepts, 1996. 
9 "CommerceNet? Nielsen Internet Demographics Recontact Study", March/ April 1996. 
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Having said that, when compared with the estimated overall US retail sales 
at 2000 or US$2.1 trillion, the Intemet as a retail channel cannot become a main 
stream provided the limitations of the medium. 
Computer software, as expected, contributed 50% ofIntemet shopping by 
American. Other leading categories are publications (32%), computer hardware 
(23%) and entertainment (18%).'® 
Credit card is still by far the most popular payment method used (78%).'' 
To increase security of online transaction information, Web shoppers use 
security measures such as encryption, telephone and off-line account. Other than 
credit card payment, mailed check is a popular alternative. 
US Internet Shoppers Profile" 
Medium to High Income Group 
Over half ofIntemet shoppers in the US eam US$50,000 or more per 
annum. It can be easily understood by the fact that higher income group may not find 
entry costs to access Intemet an issue. Also, they are more likely to be well-educated 
and busy executives and professionals. 
10 "Consumer Payment Preferences in the Physical World and the Virtual World", Research by BAI and Global 
Concepts, 1996. 
11 "Consumer Payment Preferences in the Physical World and the Virtual World", Research by BAI and Global 
Concepts, 1996. 
12 "Shopping on the Intemet", Global Concepts, 1996. 
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Annual Household Income of US Internet 
Shoppers 
I 
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Source: Global Concept 1996 
Mostly Male 
As expected, penetration ofIntemet shopping is higher among male users 
(31% versus 17% among female). It can be explained by the fact that male biased 
products such as, computer software and florist services, are more frequently available 
on the Intemet. However, as there are more and more females spending more time on 
the Intemet and more female biased products, such as women's publications, jewelry 
and clothes, are available. 
- — I 
Percentage of Internet Shoppers among Web 
Users 
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Younger Users are More Likely to Shop on the Internet 
There is a tendency that the penetration ofIntemet shoppers to younger 
web users is higher that that ofolder user groups. 
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Buying Tendency by Age Group 
I 
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Source: Global Concept. 1996 
The More Time Online, the Higher the Tendency to Shop 
There is a trend ofincreasing penetration ofIntemet shopping along with 
increasing time spent on the Internet. 
Internet Shopping Tendency vs. Monthly Web 
Usage 
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Source: Global Concept, 1996 Surfing at Home, Buying at Work 
It is interesting that when most of the surfing activities happen at home, 
more buying activities happen at work. 
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Source: Global Concept, 1996 
Place of Internet Shopping 
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CHAPTER 6 
INTERNET SHOPPING IN HONG KONG 
Uniqueness ofHong Kong market place makes the direction ofIntemet 
shopping here different from that in the US: 
Hong Kong: A Unique Market 
High Context Culture 
High context communications characterize Chinese culture. It means that 
other than language, Chinese relies very much on other non-verbal communications to 
express themselves. 
Internet shopping can never provide the same level of communications as a 
live salesperson at retail shops. They may explain why Hong Kong people do not feel 
comfortable to deal with a computer screen. 
Convenient to Shop at Retail Store 
Hong Kong is a very small city. Residential and commercial areas are side 
by side to each other. Sometimes, residential and commercial flats are even at the 
same building. In addition, business hours of stores are relatively long in Hong Kong. 
Major department stores are open until nine o'clock in the evening through the week 
and small mom-and-dad shops would be open until as late as ten o'clock in the 
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evening. Therefore, it is extremely convenient for Hong Kong people to go shopping 
during lunch break, after work for during the weekend. 
Shopping is a Leisure 
Shopping is a leisure for most Hong Kong people. 37% respondents in the 
survey expressed that they do not shop on the Intemet because they enjoy "real" 
shopping. The pleasure may come up socialization with your friends or family who 
go shopping with you, the interaction with people in the shops and even trying on 
clothes and accessories. 
Catalog Marketing and Mail Order are not Popular 
With the efforts for some ten years, catalog marketing and mail orders are 
still far from popular in Hong Kong. It is quite different from the scenario in the 
America, where nearly every product category is available on catalog or mail order 
and the concept is very receptive by consumers. 
When a population is receptive to the concept ofcatalog marketing or mail 
order, it is easier for them to adopt Intemet shopping. It means the consumers are 
used to and accept the concepts such as: 
• They cannot see, touch or try the real product before purchase; 
• They pay by credit card by giving the information to someone you 
have never seen; 
• They need to wait for the products delivered to them. 
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Web Citizen Demographics 
The penetration ofIntemet in Hong Kong is quite high at 11.7%'^ 
comparing with other developed countries in the World. 
I 
Households have PCs with Internet access , 
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Not surprisingly, web citizens in Hong Kong are mainly male at 92%. 
They are between 25 to 29 years old. 68% feel interested in retail commerce on the 
Web and 90% ofthem have at least one credit card. Average household income of 
Web users are on the high side ofHK$479 thousand or US$62 thousand.'^ This 
average number is 24% higher than the average household income ofUS Web 
population. 
Consumer Attitudes 
Referring to the results of a market search surveyed 70 people in March 
1997, consumer attitudes towards Intemet shopping in Hong Kong can be concluded 
as follows. 
13 Oriental News, 25 February 1997. 
14 Hong Kong Economic Time, 2 May 1996. 
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Awareness 
The primary survey targeted at people aged 18 years or above, have at least 
completed secondary education and are working at office environment. Therefore, no 
wonder why 100% of them have ever heard of Internet. Provided the coverage of 
Internet on almost every major newspaper in Hong Kong and one television station 
even has a program dedicated on Internet, it is fair to say that majority of potential 
Internet shoppers are aware of the medium. 
Also, we assume that majority of people who are aware of Internet knows 
that they can shop on the Internet. Among 62 respondents who have never shopped 
on the Internet, only one of them did not do this because he is not aware ofIntemet 
shopping. 
Interest 
Out of 64 respondents who have never shopped on the Internet, 34 or 53% 
of them feel interested in doing so. It is an encouraging sign for merchants interested 
in using the medium as retail channel. 
For Those Who Never Shopped on Internet, 
53%ThinkTheyWill in the Future 
i 
Will not shop ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 47% ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | k 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M Will shop 
^ ^ ^ ^ H B ^ ^ ^ 53% 
i i 
~ _ _ ^ I 
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The types of products that potential shoppers are likely to shop on the 
Intemet can be reduced by their surfing habit. Entertainment & lifestyle, business and 
book & magazine are the three most frequently visited types of sites. 
I 1 
1 
Entertainment & Lifestyle isthe Favorite 
Category 
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Desire 
While people are interested in shopping on the Intemet, certain 
improvement needs to take place in order to remove some ofthe barrier and increase 
their desire to trial and adopt it. 
From the chart below, improved data security and increasing number of 
products offered on the Intemet will definitely help to increase consumers' desire on 
Intemet shopping. 
Ironically, while one of the objectives ofIntemet shopping is to provide a 
more efficient and convenient means to shop, some consumers cannot try it until they 
have enough time to surf. Intemet marketing practitioners therefore need to come up 
with ways to reduce the time involved in surfing for the right information or products. 
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For example, building up a localized and functional search engine would be the first 
step. 
Improved Security and More Productswill Make People 
Shop 
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Adoption 
Notably, Internet shopping is still at a start in Hong Kong. Only 10% 
respondents have ever shopped on the Internet, comparing with 30% penetration in 
the US. 
Although the base is still relatively small, shopping experience so far is 
good. All of the respondents who shopped on the Internet expressed that they will 
shop again. 
Book & magazine is by far the most popular product category of Internet 
shopping. Since there are not many local vendors offer books or magazines on the 
Internet, it is apparently that local consumers shop with overseas vendors to get access 
ofbooks and magazines which are not commonly found or priced very high in Hong 
Kong. Therefore, shopping without boundary is the key benefit for these consumers. 
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Flowers is the second most popular category. There are mostly offered by 
local vendors. The popularity is firstly because of the fact that there are a lot of 
florists online now. Secondly, the business process of dealing with florists by phone 
and online is quite similar and therefore reduces barrier to switch, which will be 
covered in next section. 
People Shopped for Book, Magazine and 
Flowers 
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magazine 
The low adoption ofIntemet shopping can be mostly explained by concerns 
on data security and the unclear positioning vis-a-vis traditional retail outlets. 
Data security is still the prime concern. Although vendors can get around 
with it by asking customers to send payment by check or to deposit to vendors' 
account, it takes away the key proposition of online transaction. 
In addition, vendors on the Intemet have to establish an appealing^ 
proposition with respect to traditional shops in the street. Currently, Hong Kong 
consumers are satisfied with shopping from shops or department store since they are 
so convenient located, allow consumers to actually see, touch and try merchandises 
and provide consumers the enjoyment from shopping. 
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People Prefer to Shop at Retail Stores 
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Hong Kong Merchants on the Internet 
The number ofHong Kong merchants on the Intemet is increasing. Having 
said that, the number of them is still small comparing with those owned by US or 
European merchants. 
A content analysis of their web sites was commissioned in a bid to 
understand more about the uniqueness ofHong Kong Intemet shopping sites than 
those from westem countries. 
Promotion of Sites 
In general, merchants on the Intemet do not pay special effort to promote 
their shopping sites. Netvigator, Montgomery Wong's Webshop and Wellcome 
Online were able to get some media exposure being a few of the first major players in 
Intemet shopping in Hong Kong. 
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Therefore, the links with major search engines and other web sites becomes 
a key tool to increase the number of visitors. 
Going online with Cyber malls seems to be the most popular approach that 
Hong Kong merchants are using. Ten out of the total 77 shopping sites identified are 
cyber malls. Out of the rest of 66 individual cyber shops, 60 of them are linked to one 
of the cyber malls. 
The links with major search engines are also important to enhance the 
number of visitors, as well as the ease for customers to find the products or services 
that they need. 
In a bid to understand more about the establish oflinkage between 
shopping sites from Hong Kong and major search engines, search for "online 
shopping Hong Kong" was done with the following search engines and the results are 
summarized in appendix: 
• Microsoft (no match) 
• Magellan (no match) 
• AltaVista (3 matches) 
• Lycos (2 matches) 
• Web Crawler (no match) 
• NetGuide Live (2 matches) 
• Infoseek (2 matches) 
• Excite (1 match) 
• HotBot (4 matches) 
• AOL NetFind (1 match) 
• Yahoo (3 matches) 
• Hong Kong Search Engine (11 matches) 
Out ofthe 10 cyber malls, 9 of them have links with one or some search 
engines. However, 6 of them onjy have one link and 5 of these single links are with 
Hong Kong Search E^gineTHong Kong Search Engine is a l e ^ o p u l a r one. It is not 
乂、 " ^ " " " ^ 
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publicized on most of the home pages. Therefore, users have to either remember its 
URL or have bookmarked it. Hence, the ease oflocating these sites is restricted. 
.•："' - f e CyberMall . .： No.ofSearchEnginesLinked^ 
ABC - Hong Kong Business Connection 3 
AEON World 1 
Great China Shopping Net 1 
Hong Kong Electronic Mall 1 
Hong Kong Shopping Net 4 
Montgomery Wong's Webshop 1 
NetSales - Hong Kong Shopping Center 5 
Netvigator 1 
Shop the Net 1 
ShoppingNet 0 
Only eight shopping sites have linked with search engines. It leaves three 
shopping sites neither connected to a cyber mall nor a search engine. 
- y r % % f 4 ^ ^ f e S B o # _ : g M _ ^ / No. ofSearchEnginesLinkid" 
Hong Kong Pop Network 1 
A Gift to Hong Kong 2 
Strawberry Club 1 
Vine House Flower Shop 1 
Wellcome Wine Connoisseur Club 1 “ 
Wellcome Online 2 
Chinese Crafts 1 
Online Beauty Shop 1 
Product Category 
Contradictory to the westem world, 21% of the shopping sites owned by 
Hong Kong merchants are florists. 
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Hong Kong Merchantson the Internet 
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One way to explain why there are not so many computers related products 
on the Internet is that there are already a lot ofthem on the Internet owned by mostly 
US vendors. They are mainly selling software. There is difficult for Hong Kong 
vendors to compete with them when US is strong at software innovations. For 
computer hardware, Hong Kong people are likely to be highly involved in the 
decision making process since the value of them are high. As a result, consumers 
would prefer to shop at stores. 
Comparatively, cyber florists will face less barrier to consumer adoption. 
Traditionally, customers visit a florist, pick the flowers and they pay on the spot. 
Lately, it is common that customers just place orders by phone and they pay either by 
credit card (giving the number on the phone) or pay later with a check. When busy 
customers are used to order with credit card on the phone without seeing the sample 
product, the major barriers to shopping on the Internet is minimal. 
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In addition, while there seems to be no linkage between computer gigs and 
florist customers, Intemet user base is a good proxy of targeted segment offlorists. 
Young, sophisticated and medium-to-high income individuals are likely to send 
flowers to the loved ones. 
Pricing 
Vendors usually offer at prices similar to retail price in stores. They do not 
charge extra for the convenience since Intemet shopping is still pre-mature. They do 
not charge at a discount to attract customers neither. It is because these vendors 
usually also have other established channel such as retail stores. When they see 
Intemet shopping only as an additional alternative and as a trial, they do not want to 
discount their products on the Intemet which may affect demand at other channels. 
Having said that, the Great China Shopping Net does offer discounted 
prices to its members. The business model is similar to direct marketers using printed 
media as channels. They do not have a clear positioning in terms ofproduct offers. 
They sell whatever are available. Usually, merchandises are local made unknown 
brand. Price leadership seems to be the only strategy, if they have any. 
^ ^ The Selling Process 
Point of sale design, offers and logistics greatly affects purchase decision, 
post-purchase opinion and re-purchase decision. For a cyber store, the shopping 
pages are the point of sale. 
Most ofthe shopping sites are developed professionally with traditional 
road map; a home page linking to pages such as company introduction, discount 
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information, related information and shopping page. Graphics are generally good. 
Messages are precise. 
Most of the shopping sites are bi-lingual in English and Chinese. Some of 
them are in English only. While bi-lingual seems to be more desirable in Hong Kong 
where Chinese are the mother tongue of most ofthe population and English are 
common for well-off and sophisticated consumers. It creates an additional challenge 
to site developers for them to load double the size ofthe original message in limited 
space and it seems that they handle this quite successfully in general. 
However, the major set back is that quite a number of sites does not do a 
job in "selling" their products. Let's look at the purchasing process at a retail store 
with AIDA model. 
Awareness - Consumers go to a store to shop. They either have an 
identified need in mind and therefore pay special attention to a product category or 
just browse around for anything interesting. In either case, consumers are made aware 
ofaproduct by the point of sale promotion tools. They are store display, in-store 
audio advertisement, product demonstration and so on. 
Interest - Consumers would be interested in a product provided appealing 
attributes such as product benefits, price and promotional offer. Even with 
comparative advantageous attributes, a product still cannot sell without proper 
communications ofthese attributes to consumers. 
Desire - Consumers further explore interesting attributes and match them 
with their heed and compare them with those of other products. The desire for a 
preferred product is building up. 
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Adoption - Consumers finally decide to adopt the product. The process 
can be speed up by promotional offers. 
Drawing a parallel to the purchasing process on a cyber store established by 
Hong Kong vendors. 
Awareness - Hong Kong vendors are weak in terms of making consumers 
aware of their shops and then their products. Unlike consumers are exposed to 
different shops when they are wandering in the street, it is extremely difficult for 
consumers come across their shopping sites since most of them cannot be found with 
major search engines, as we have discussed in the previous section. 
Even if consumers go to the shopping sites with the URLs they got from 
limited printed advertisement and PR exposure, demonstrations of products are not 
attractive on the shopping sites. The uses of product pictures are limited. Florists are 
the shops that use this tool the most. However, it is very likely that they just pick 
photos from a photo bank and sometimes product pictures do not match the respective 
product descriptions. 
| ^ ^ T h e web design of Great China Shopping Net clearly demonstrates the lack 
of sensitivity to the characteristics ofthe medium. The sites are simply scans of 
~~™ — 
printed advertisements. Firstly, it makes the downloading time extremely long, from 
one to three minutes per site. Secondly, the text is hardly readable because of the 
scanning quality and size of font which is picked for printed media. 
Despite these, there are a few professional Intemet service providers, such 
as Hongkong Telecom IMS P^etvigator) and Hong Kong Connection (Montgomery 
Wong's Webshop) have done a goodjob in developing and constantly enhancing 
effective design oftheir shopping sites. 
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Interest - A brief product description or simple online demonstration are 
the most effective way to introduce product attributes. Online demonstration is not 
seen on any of the shopping sites. Product descriptions, though easy to be put on the 
Net, are not seen on every shopping site. Sometimes only a product name, such as 
"paper clip 2 inches", is given. It is not sufficient for consumers to fully understand 
what the product is exactly, let alone to feel interested. 
Desire and Adoption - When it is so easy for consumers to surf through 
shopping pages full of text and no interesting picture, information nor demonstration, 
the chance ofbuilding a desire and adopt a product is sheer. 
In addition, special consumer promotion is uncommon on these sites which 
means there are no excitement on the Intemet except it being a vanity media. 
Check Out Process 
Most of the shopping sites adopt the "shopping basket" concept. During 
the selling process, consumers browse through tables with product information. They 
can simply check the boxes beside the product that they would like to buy. The 
checked products will then go to the shopping basket. After they finish browsing, 
they press the check out key and usually a summary ofproduct in the basket will be 
displayed. They consumers can check out. A form page requiring buyer name, 
address and payment information, usually credit card information, will appear for 
consumers to fill in. After the send key is pressed, the transaction is completed and 
consumers canjust sit back and relax and wait for the delivery of the products. 
No doubt that the payment method is the most controversial part of the 
process. Most Hong Kong vendors accept VISA and MasterCard for payment. 
Customers enter their credit card information online. Credit card is usually the only 
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option when it is sales of services or products which are delivered by mail. When 




THE FUTURE OF INTERNET SHOPPING 
Infrastructure 
The future ofIntemet shopping highly relies on the continuous 
improvement of infrastructure because: 
• It shortened the downloading time and therefore making surfing the 
web a lot more fun. Also, the deployment of more complicated 
animation, audio and video communication^will become possible. 
r 
• Improved infrastructure and more service provider lead to cheaper and 
better service. It will greatly enhance the penetration ofIntemet 
access. 
Software 
Browser software development may enhance the preference to Intemet in 
many fronts: 
• User friendly browser make surfing the Intemet more fun and easier to 
leam. It will extend the user population ofIntemet to a wider front. 
• Browser with more features such as bookmarking and offline browsing 
capability make surfing the Intemet less time consuming, which 
considered one of the major objections to Intemet shopping. 
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• Software enables 3-D virtual display will add more fun and remove the 
barrier of customers' wish to actually "see" and "try" the products. 
Payment system 
Method of payment is another important aspect for Internet shopping. 
Despite all the negative publicity against online submission of credit card number for 
transaction, credit card is by far the most commonly used method of payment for its 
convenience. 
Having said that, Internet shopping customer base can be widened if the 
concem of data security on the Internet can be removed given the fact that there are 
still quite a number of consumers do feel uncomfortable with the level of security 
currently. 
Practitioners are working very hard on all kinds of software and standards 
for more secured transactions on the Internet. For example, Microsoft, VISA and 
Netscape are now working together on the Secure Electronic Transaction (SET). 
Cybercash is another alternative for safer online transaction. Customers 
input their cybercash account information when they check out at cyber stores. 
Vendors then can add on to the records the details of payment and additional security 
measures and pass it on to the cyber bank. Then the cyber bank can credit the vendors 
account who will in tum arrange delivery of goods. 
While cybercash will add additional security measure on online 
transactions, data security during transmission on the Internet is still an issue. In 
addition, since cybercash is a new concept for consumers, it may have additional 
barriers to popularity ofthe financial product. 
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Fulfillment System 
Fulfillment is the final gate in the value chain to customer satisfaction. 
Fulfillment includes two steps: back end order processing and delivery. 
— — . — • 
Online transaction is not entirely online. Customers submit their order 
online on the Intemet. However, the rest of the transactions is not online yet. 
Vendors received order and payment information. Then they have to verify details of 
the order, ensure valid payment information and then arrange for delivery. Everything 
has to be done promptly and accurately. 
^ — ^ 
^^^^e l iv^ i s another important aspect. Vendors can either maintaining their 
own delivery1eam or outsource the work. Either way, timeliness and accuracy are 
again very important. 
Proficiency in both areas will then lead to one simple but yet crucial 
attribute for consumers - get the product very quickly. 
It is important for Intemet shopping because its unique selling point is 
convenience. It does not mean anything if customers can place order any time they 
want with a few minutes but need to wait for 2 months for delivery. 
Local/ Regional Search Engines 
The time and difficulty in locating the relevant shopping sites is a major 
obstacle for customer to adopt Intemet shopping. There are two main issues here. 
Firstly, most Hong Kong shopping sites are not linked to most search 
engines yet. 
Secondly, shopping sites from worldwide are flooding the Net. When a 
Hong Kong customer enter a search to any one of the search engine, thousands of sites 
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may come back. These sites very often do not suit the need ofHong Kong consumers 
whom are not being targeted. It is therefore very frustrating for consumers to look 
into all descriptions and go into the sites by trial and error. 
The situation calls for Hong Kong Internet practitioners to get together and 
invest on a local search engine and make it easy for consumer to use. 
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CHAPTER 8 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
Internet shopping is taking off in America and Europe. The number of 
products and shopping sites are increasing in accelerating rate. When you search 
online shopping from any one of the search engines, you can easily find thousands 
matches. The number ofIntemet shoppers are also increasing. However, the 
development ofIntemet shopping in Hong Kong are still lagging behind. 
The number of shopping sites owned by Hong Kong vendors is very 
limited. The penetration ofIntemet shoppers is even more pathetic. There are many 
possible reasons. To summarize, there are two major barriers. 
Firstly, consumers do not see why they need Internet shopping. They are 
satisfy with current shopping habit, mainly from retail stores. It may be out of 
unawareness of the existence ofIntemet shopping. It may be out of the lack of 
comparative advantage ofIntemet shopping over traditional retail channels. 
Secondly, security ofdata transmission is another barrier. While 
consumers are unable the risk associated with this issue, they build up a strong 
perception against this. It can be attributed to the fact that unsecured data 
transmission over the Internet is frequently discussed in computer related magazines, 
joumal and newspaper. 
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Recommendations 
Traditional retailing has the advantages over Intemet shopping, such as the 
ability to let customers to see, touch and try the merchandises, personal customer 
services and the opportunity for shoppers to socialize. Intemet shopping provides the 
convenience to shop at any time. However, it is very convenient to shop from retail 
stores in Hong Kong too! 
As a result, Intemet shopping should not be position as another retail 
channel. It should have its own value proposition which is not available from 
traditional channels. Entrepreneurs can properly focus on businesses which are not 
viable under the current retail business structure. Operating specialty store on the 
Intemet is one ofthe possibilities. Typically, shops selling special interest goods have 
a group of loyal customers. However, the turnover cannot support a retail outlet. 
Cyber store is one good alternative. It does not cost must for the "space rental". At 
the same time，discussion group can be built on the site to facilitate a community 
atmosphere among loyal customers. 
Of course, at the same time, the future of Intemet shopping in Hong Kong 
is highly depending on the development of the development of infrastructure, Intemet 
software, payment system and fulfillment system. It need to be ajoint effort among 
vendors, telecommunication service providers, delivery services providers, software 




Remarks: Numbers ofresponses are quoted at parenthesed italics. 
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I am a 3^ ^ year MBA student from the Chinese University of Hong Kong. I am 
studying the potential of Internet shopping in Hong Kong. Please spare a few 
minutes to complete the following questionnaire. Thank you very much! 
,^ 二'—丄换>^"9 � • •  � ^ ‘ � � . ...�. . . i--_ii .. , ;•. r ：,.,. .. 
_ 1 . • - : . � . . � - . . . . , ‘ � .::,::::.,:::.::•. 
i. Do you have access to a personal computer? 
(70) • Yes 
(0) • No ^ ENb 0FQUE5U0NNAIRE. THANK YOU VERYMUCK 
ii. Have you ever heard about thc Internet or the World Wide Web? 
(70) • Yes 
(0) • No ^ ENOi OFQUESUONNAIRE. THANK YOU VERYMUCK 
|PART2 j ^ ) ^ ^ g _ : ! # y ^ _ # ^ r ' ~ ~ ， M f ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ m 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j ; j ^ ^ | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ | ^ i | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i J | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l ^ 2 2 j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ 
1. Have you ever accessed the Internet? 
(69) QYes 
(1) • No — Qo to question 14 
2. When was the last time that you accessed thc Internet? 
(42) • Yesterday 
(15) • Last wcek 
(12) • Last month 
3. On average, how many hours per wcck do you usually spend on the 
Internet? 
(47) • 1 - 3 hours 
(16) • 4 - 6 hours 
(5) • 7 - 9 hours 
(1) • 10 hours or more 
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4. Which types of wcb sites do you usually visit? Pleasc mark 1 for the one 
that you visit most frequent, 2 for the second one and so on... 
(39) • Book/ magazine 
(42) • Business 
(27) • Music 
(47) • Entertainment 
(21) • Financial services 
(26) • Computer 
(22) • Shopping 
(2) • Others： Sports/7A TrQvel/7； 
5. Have you ever purchased on the Internet? 
(7) • Yes ^ Go to question 9 
(62) QNo 
6. Why don't you shop on the Internet? 
(5) • I t Is diff icult to locate the products that I want. 
(20) • I don't have the time to surf the Internet for appropriate 
information. 
(16) • I am afraid that the customer service will not be good. 
(27) • I would prefer to sec/ touch the product before I purchase it. 
(25) • I am concerned about the security of my credit card 
information. 
(23) • I enjoy shopping from retail stores. 
(11) • I t is convenient to shop at retail stores. 
(8) • The price is not much cheaper that from retail stores. 
(1) • I don't know that I can shop on the Internet. 
(2) • I usually have some one else do shopping for me. 
(2) • Others： boubt reliability of vendors on the In ternet" ) , bo not 
have credit cordfl) 
7. Do you think you will shop on thc Internet in the future? 
(34) • Yes 
(30) • No •> Go to question 14 
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8. What will make you shop on the Internet? 
(0) • The price of personal computer goes down. 
(3) • The price of Internet access goes down. 
(16) • More products are available on the Internet. 
(19) • The security of information on the Internet is improved. 
(7) • The downloading time becomes shorter. 
(7) • When I have more time to surf the Internet. 
(4) • When I learn more about the Internet. 
(3) • Others： More reliable and famous vendors"). More vendors 
located in Honq Konq/7A Easier to locate products,/J 
—Go to question 14 
9. What did you purchase on the Internet? 
(0) • Computer hardware 
(0) • Computer software 
(0) • Cb/ Video tape/ LC/ VCD 
(4) • Book/ magazine 
(0) • Financial services 
(0) • Groceries 
(3) • Others： Flowers 
10. How did you pay? 
(6) • Provided credit card number online 
(0) • Provided credit card number on the phone 
(0) • Provided credit card number by fax 
(1) • By check 
(0) • By cash 
(0) • Others, please specify 
11. How long did it take the goods delivered to you after you placed the 
order? 
(0) • Immediate (online) 
(2) • 1 - 2 days 
(1) • 3 - 4 days 
(0) • 5 - 6 days 
(0) • 1 week 
(1) • 2 - 3 weeks 
(2) • 3 - 4 weeks 
(1) • 5 - 6 weeks 
(0) • more than 6 weeks 
12. Will you shop on the Internet again? 
(7) • Yes — Go to question 14 
(0) • No 
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13. Why not? 
(0) • Customer service is unsatisfactory. 
(0) • I t took very long before the merchandise delivered to mc. 
(0) • The quality of the product that IVc purchased is not as good as 
I thought. 
(0) • Others, please specify 
14. The followings are statements about shopping on the Internet. 
(a) Please show whether you agree with them or not by circling the 
right point： 5-strongly agree, 4-agree, 3-neutral, 2-disagrec and 
1-strongly disagree. 
(b) Please also state thc importance of the elements to your decision 
making process： 5-very important, 4-important, 3-neutral, 2-
unimportant and 1-very unimportant. 
strongly Strongly Very Very Q^ rcc disagree important unimportant 
j (a) Products offered on the Internet are cheaper. i 5—4—3—2—1 i 5—4—3—2—1 ： ! l.(Hh^^zJ^^^LlM^z^^"^9Mj 
I (b) I t is convenient to shop on the Internet. I B—4—3—2—i j 5 - 4 - i - 2 - i i 丨 l.(^^-^^^^:Mj..(j^:!^z:^^"^^^J^.j r i i ( j ^ i ^ ) . s . i s i ^ : w : ' s ^ . 3 . . f i i i ; : 「 口 ： ： 厂 口 … 厂 口 ： ： 厂 口 … 丨 ： 二 \J.?=?=�.?dP.:.?.lXMzJ.t0.-.:.i.±fJiL\ rSy.ii^iS.SiSi^^i^f:ir:..;SpSiiT^i^ciiiS:. 「 厂 口 ： ： 口 … 厂 口 ： 二 厂 ： 口 … ； 丨 L/?:t!?b^?:^.Li(?:/MrWU nSi iii^SiSS^^S:.nii[ri^iiiij i^ iiJi^ oWiceciuringciay 丨^-二 - � - 2---1 | 6--二 - - “ ^ 1 " ; 
j • . 丨 ( 2 - 7 - 1 9 - 2 0 - 2 2 ) 丨 ( 5 — 1 5 - 2 7 - 1 6 — 7 ) \ |time. I ： I 
i ( f j I can find products on the Internet that not usually | 5—4—3—2—i j 5—4—3—2—1 | 
i available from retail stores. j〈•^-“-孙-"6 ) j (3 6-26-i7-i8) ! 
j (q) There are more choices of products on the Internet. ! 5 — 4 — 3 — 2 — 1 ： 5 — 4 — 3 — 2 — 1 j j _  \Jh^H^"J[^z^lX.(h§z^^:::^JtM.\ 
i (h) Information transfer on the Internet is secured. i 5 — 4 — 3 — 2 — 1 ： 5 — 4 — 3 — 2 — 1 ： i \Jt?@:!^.:.�.l.:\Jt.?-:!.?:M-J.?L:\ 
I (i) i t is diff icult to locate the products that I want on 1 5—4—3—2—i i 5—4—3—2—1 ! 
jjheInternet [.^！二二二^！^！丄亡亡二二^」 
I (i) I cannot inspect the products if 1 shop on the 1 i--“一�-“--i 丨 b-4—�-k-i； j 
! Internet. | … - 明 I “ - … - 均 I I f 
! (k) Internet shopping doesn't provide the enjoyment of i 5—4—3—2—1 j 5—4—3—2—1 i 
L^?:PRi!^.?^tr^i!.:?t?r:?5: \(二二二，1(二二，.\ 
\ (I) I t is more convenient to shop on the Internet than I 5—4—3—2—1 j 5—4—3—2—1 I 
| . ^ a t r e t a i l . s t o r^ , L^"二二二丄^^: f二二 J 
! (m) I can obtain personal service when I shop on the i 5—4—3—2—1 i 5—4—3—2—1 i 
！ Internet. | ( 4 - 1 7 - 3 5 - 9 - 5 ) 丨 ( 0 - 8 - 3 3 - 2 5 - 4 ) 丨 
\ 
I (n) I can get thc necessary support from the vendor j 5 — 4 — 3 — 2 — 1 j 5 — 4 — 3 — 2 — 1 j 
I when I have problem with the goods ordered through | (2-i7-35-i5-i) j (i-8-i8-30-i3) | 
i the Internet. } j ； .； 
！ (o) I can get additional product information from the ! 5—4—3—2—1 i 5—4—3—2—1 ! i:^^:^is!^!^:. L ^ ^ f ^ i ^ ? i . ^ " : 2 ， J 
i (p) Downloading time of web pages is acceptable. ! 5—4—3—2—1 i 5—4—3—2—1 j i \Jt:^3-?L^Z:z?LX.(9^zJ^^:j?I:^^..\ 
! (q) My family can be part of the purchasing process j 5 — 4 — 3 — 2 — 1 j 5 — 4 — 3 — 2 — 1 j L.)^mii^!}^^p..?rL!ti?JniwA i . t ^ ^ : ! ^ t ^ ! l ! ! f : f ; : t i i z 
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PART 3 "^ /," ‘ \^^^;i^, ^ ,^ y^  
1. What types of computer hardware and software do you have? 
At home At off ice 
l"cpij i ! S ^ 7 ^ i ^ ( i ^ ^ S ^ ^ ^ [ . ¾ ! ^ ; ^ . ¾ ¾ ¾ ^ ¾ ¾ ¾ ^ ¾ ( ^ ^ I 
i 1.5?绝2 i j 
� ; i : m ' . 1 ^ 6 ^ ¾ ¾ ¾ ^ ¾ ¾ ¾ ? 1¾¾¾^¾¾;¾^¾¾¾¾^ j 
| sp^d iJA:^j^^.g5:^!!^G!^^^J[^!^|^(^^ 丨..巧::?^： ]^(^ .^.?乡:乡_^ /^ ?^ .寻毛!^ !^ @ 1 
I Browser j Internet Explorer{6J/ \ Internet Exphrer(10)/ 
i Ue^scape(42)/ others i h\e^sca^e(45)/ others | 
I Internet j Siar{7)/ Hongkong Te\econ\{10)/ \ 5tar{3)/ Hongkong Te\econ\{J4)/ 
I Service j A^C{7J/ Compu5erve{OJ/ | ABC/ CompuServe(7；/ HKNet^ 7；/ 
I Provider | HKNet^J；/ Superne t (^ Others： 1 Supernet^J；/ Others： AT&Tri3)/ 
\ g j H K , 5 J > M T < & 1 7 7 ) / D i q i t o l , " / | I B A A " O I I L^!y^^j^jrjri!^%g0@9?!!^f!?j 1 j 
2. What is your age group? 
(0) • Below 15 
(1) • 15 -19 
(18) • 20 - 24 
(23) • 25 - 29 
(19) • 30 - 34 
(9) • 35 - 39 
(0) • 40 - 44 
(0) • 45 and above 
3. You are： 
(40) QMale 
(30) • Female 
4. How many credit card(s) do you have? 
(2) •〇 
(9) •! 
(24) Q 2 
(35) • 3 or more 
5. What is your occupation? 
(18) • Professional 
(22) • Manager 
(5) • Student 
(24) • Company employee 
(1) • Housewife/ retired 
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6. What is your education level： 
(10) • Secondary 
(10) • Post secondary 
(50) • University 
7. What is your personal monthly income? 
(7) • Less than HK$10,000 
(22) • HK$10,000 -19,999 
(18) • HK$20,000 - 29,999 
(9) • HK$30,000 - 39,999 
(14) • HK$40,000 or above 
Em OF QUESTIONNAIRE. THANK YOU VERYMUCK 
Please return to Zoe Lou. 
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APPENDIX 2 
PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS 
120 questionnaires were handed out and 70 valid ones were collected back, 
which made up to a response rate of 59%. 57% of the respondents were male and 
majority of them were at the age between 20 to 34. 
Gender 
Female ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ K ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B ^ ^ ^ ^ 
43% ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M a l e 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 57% 
Age Group 
35-39 15-19 
13% 1% 20-24 
^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 26% 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ 
30-34 ^ ^ r n g j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m 
27% ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ 
25-29 
33% 
50% of the respondents owned three credit cards or more. It was higher 
that the average ofHong Kong population which owns approximately 1.5 credit cards 
on average. 
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No. of Credit Card Owned 
0 ^ d icard 
3% 13% 
- ^ 2 I ^ P ! ^ 
more m | | ^ | | j | | | | i j | y | j ^ ^ ^ ^ g j | g ^ p * ^ ^ P 
50 Z° ^ ^ V | ^ ^ ^ ^ Q | ^ ^ ^ S - ' ^ ^ ^ cards 
34% 
Since only company employees and students were targeted in sampling, all 
of the respondents were either student or performed office work. It helps in 
generating meaningful opinion towards Internet shopping given the small sample size 
since these groups of people are more likely to know more about Internet. 
Occupation 
Company _ . 丨 
, Rofessional 
employee 





In terms of education, 72% of them completed university education. Again, 








^ _ Fbst 
/ a i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ secondary 
u n i J : r z ^ ^ 鄉 
72% 
59% of the respondents have monthly personal income of $20,000 or 
above. 
Monthly Personal Income 
Less than 
$40 ,000ormore $10,000 
20% 0^% 
^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ fl^ |JJpiis^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ | ^ ^ H ^ 
$30,000-39,999 ^ ^ > ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B $10,000-19,999 
130/0 ^ d n r ^ ^ 31% 
$20,000-29,999 
26% 
As we deliberately reached to samples who have experience of using 
Internet, almost 100% of respondents have accessed Internet. The experience is 
necessary for them to shape their opinions towards Internet shopping. 









In terms of usage, these people use Intemet quite frequently. 61 of them 
have accessed the Intemet yesterday and 22% have done that last week.. However, in 





. . . ^ ^ 1 
22% ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ F 61% 
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APPENDIX 3 
HONG KONG MERCHANTS ON THE INTERNET 
Netvigator Home Page 
Netvigator is the Consumer Intemet service offers by Hongkong Telecom 
IMS. The company sells Intemet access, hosting, as well as consultancy services. On 
the Netvigator Home Page, visitors can access a series of services including Infowise, 
Moneywise, Cyberwise, Easylife, Meetingplace, Studycell and Newsstand. 
Shoppinglane is from where all shopping sites linked. 
Now there are 11 vendors are online with Netvigator, grew from only one 
in mid last year. 
Product 
While the Netvigator Home Page is meant to be a shopping mall, range of 
products offered is still very limited. It has supermarket, phone cards, catering, 
carpet, florists, information service and children magazines. 
What is wrong with the products offered is only because of the limited 
choices of product category, but also the inconsistency of product categories offered. 
As consumers still feel good with shopping at retail stores, Intemet shopping sites 
have to have their comparative advantage to gain consumers. Product offer is one of 
the key factors. The sites neither have a consistent range ofproducts nor unique 
product offer which is not available generally. There is no unique positioning for the 
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site. To certain extent, Amazon.com is successful because when people remember the 
name, they remember a book store have a wide range ofbooks and some of them are 
unavailable for common book store. When people remember the name Netvigator, 
they can make quick reference to anything unique. 
Price 
The mall itself is a free service and the products offered in the mall are 
priced by individual vendors. In general, they are priced at retail prices and Intemet 
shoppers do not have any privilege on discount. 
Point ofSale 
The logic of page linkage are clear and easy for consumers to follow. 
，Netvigator Home 
、 : : m ^ 
，r ^ r ^ r ^ r 
V/-l-''tof6Wise^ ;'-^  I ‘ Meetingplace I | Money wise r Shoppinglane 
Y Y ^ ，r 'vCybfelwle^| I -"MStadycelt^ | Easylife | | Newsstand— 
Cyber shop ^ -
Cybershop |^~ 
LlCheckout i , 
^ o m i t e r > # ^ | Cybershop > -
1 Cyber shop ]^~ 
Cyber shop \t~ 
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Designs of individual shopping page are not consistency. It is quite 
obvious that the vendors develop their own pages and put it on Netvigator's server. 
However, all vendors share the same check out mechanism developed by Netvigator. 
A shared check out mechanism is ideal for no matter from whom consumers shop, 
they follow the same procedure. It greatly reduce the barrier from requiring 
consumers to get familiar with different procedure. 
Promotion 
Netvigator does not advertise its Home Page aggressively. Logically, they 
promote the site to its Internet access service customer base. In addition, it gained 
some PR exposure when it launched the service and print advertising was also done 
during the launch. 
Same with other web sites owned by Hong Kong business, link to search 
engines are not available for Netvigator and make it impossible for consumers to 
access the page without knowing the URLs. 
Wellcome Supermarket 
Wellcome is a supermarket chain in Hong Kong. The cyber supermarket 
was launched July 1996. It partners with Hongkong Telecom IMS to provide the 
service. There is a section listing out locations of all Wellcome shops and delivery 
hotline number is placed on every pages. Apparently, Wellcome only see this 
shopping page supporting channel and even only as an advertising channel. 
Product 
3,000 product items are offered at the cyber supermarket. These items are 
identical to those available from the supermarket's outlets. The product items include 
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categories like baby food, bakery, canned food, confectionery, dairy & chilled 
products, frozen food and so on, a total of47 categories. 
Price 
Products are offered at the same price as the supermarket outlets do. 
Therefore, daily promotional discount on selected items is also applicable for products 
at the cyber supermarket. Delivery service is available at $10 per delivery. 
Point ofSale 
The home page ofWellcome Supermarket are well designed with colorful 
and attractive icons. The pages are arranged in a good manner for easy surfing. 
^^^^ellcome 
^l^ Sypem3fliket 
PersonalShopping | SpecialOffe^yg | | Company | | Wellcome Card | 
List 
L — _ i r-_-,-Jt,^~.— 1 
-::;^Sh#ptegf|i>.| StoreLbcation^ | What,sNew | 
U-'Categorygj^^-^ 
»1 , Categofy2 v | 
>|�—\Category'3，r、： | Netvigator Check out 
|- .p. -^  counter 今 
»1 , Ck&gdry 4 
H .%Category 47 '^  | 
The site is developed bilingual in English and Chinese which is appropriate 
for the target market as working housewives and singles. However, pictures of 
products are not available which may make shopping difficult. Supermarket shoppers 
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usually identify product items by packaging. Sometimes they cannot even recall the 
brand name or product name. 
Promotion 
Wellcome is a tenant ofNetvigator Home Page's Shoppinglane. However, 
if you would like to visit the Netvigator Home Page or Wellcome supermarket's 
shopping site, you have to memorize their URLs. These two sites are not found with 
most ofthe search engine with key work search such as "Wellcome", "Netvigator" or 
"online shopping". 
PR is another promotion tools for the site. Given the attention to Intemet 
shopping last year, newspapers and magazines covered both the Netvigator Home 
Page and Wellcome supermarket's shopping site as two of the first online shopping 
sites in Hong Kong. 
Wellcome also places information of the shopping site on its printed 
advertisement as well as flyers distributed in the street and through outlets. However, 
the information is placed as secondary message and does not have prominent size nor 
design. 
Montgomery Wong's Webshop 
Product 
Montgomery Wong's Webshop is owned by Hong Kong Web Connection, 
an Intemet Service Provider in Hong Kong. 19 vendors are already online with the 
Webshop. Products offered include office supplies, dry cleaning services, health 
foods, magazines, computer software and hardware, food and beverage, florist and 
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telecommunications; famous brands such as Far Eastem Economic Review and 
Motorola Air Communications Ltd. 
Pricing 
Individual vendors have their own pricing strategy. In general, market 
prices are offered. They neither charge at premium nor at discount. 
Point ofSale 
Shoppers have to register before they can shop. Otherwise, visitors can 
only go window shopping. 
All shopping sites are very consistent and developed by the Webshop. 
Therefore, the Webshop is more like a "shop" then a "mall", even though the products 
are provided by different vendors who have very clear identity on the Webshop. 
On most ofthe sites, product items are listed with prices in table format. 
Full product description and photo are not available which make shopping not fun and 
even difficult. 
Promotion 
The Webshop cannot be identify with major search engines with key words 
such as "Hong Kong online shopping" or "Montgomery". 
As one of the first web shops in Hong Kong, Montgomery Wong's 
Webshop was able to have got some press coverage. 
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APPENDIX 4 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SAMPLES OF WEB SITES FROM HONG KONG MERCHANTS 
NETVIGATOR 網上行 Page 1 of 1 
^^B mmmmi &5^>«?-.：.：；-：¥. _ ^ 
H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 露 ~ T O 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i i ^ ^ f f i i r ] ^ H ^ H 
i i - ^ , _ ^ a i H M y 4 a ^ _ i y ^ r y s ^ ^ ^ 3 s ^ 
H ^ 4 ^ i f f _ . e i f i i * B t o r 目錄咖丽_____ g S M f e ^ J 
^ 新資 WHAT'S HEW b ' ' l t e E A ^ - M R M H 
,..^¾^ 官資林旧「0树丨5£ ^ J W i r H H ^ H 
^ ^ S k M i i i i r ^ ¾ 
^ ^ ^ i S W ^ f mm 嫉樂圈£料丁日圓_£^丁 ^ W W^w^^^ ® s s i d 
SERVICES SEARCH MY MENU .； „ . ；^：^  • • = ^ 
m [WHAT'S SgZliNG . ] 
_ 19-22C^g^^ 
i 周末大致多雲， 
m 稍彳,有!^ 雨^0 
^ ^ | ^ ^ g g m ^ | ^ g | ^ j n ! i i i i f l B B n ^ ^ ^ M I I I ^ ^ B m i ^ ^ ^ B l l l Today: cloudy 
P I ^ Q | | ^ ^ ^ j | | | ^ i m m P P | j P | | | ^ | | ^ | | P | P | m P P I | P m ^ | | P | P ^ ^ Weekend: mainly cloudy 
[ J j P i ^ § j j | ^ m i ^ | ^ ^ y m § j | j j | | ^ ^ m ^ m | j ^ ^ j | j y y j j j j j | i i ^ j ^ j J | H Some showers later 
四月十八到五月十六日間加入厂網上行」， F , M ^ ^ _ q q _ i l _ ^ l l l ? 
可獲兔開戶费及首月月奪！亭� FINANCIALEXPRESS 流行網,尺� B e ^ CD 
Become a member of NETVTGATOR 香港工商指南 宋家皇朝網上卡預售 
b e t w e e n 18/4 a n d 16/5/97, and your jo in ing HK BUSINESS DIRECTORY £^£^—徐用_舍的菜_^ 
f ee a n d f irst mon th ' s subscr ip t ion wil l be ' i ^ m 選美親長運丄赫 waived. SvERTISER 送�6¥0^^及海報 
1_._ — 一 — 一 電影錦蕓新片介紹 
This site is best viewed with Netscape 3.0 or IntemetExplorer 3.0 花送、周#^丹的_月光 
Online ficketing 桐上購票 
m m j M ^ m ^ i g L h v e — � 
#
� I n f o w i s e - Monevwise - Cyberwise - Entertainment ^ f e J ^ A ^ S ^ m . » « ^ 
Easvlife - Meetingplace - Shoppinglane - Studycell 髖胥世“^欠洲盃、世界盃 - — 
Disclaimer and copyright. 
Send comments and questions to webmast@netvigator.com ¢ ^ HwUttongTdccoinlMS 
http://www.netvdgator.comAnegaAnega.html 4/25/97 
Shoppinglane 購物坊 Page 1 of 1 
P ^ ^ I i K i f f i 
j ^ ^ S ^ r f ^ : : ^ S , e s 
jUg^ is：： ^ .'Xv^S|^^^^^^ij^^i^^[^H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ " ~ ~ 
s ^ ^ f ^ m m ^ ' E t e i 麗 | R ^ ^ I ^ ^ O f 眷 Supermarkets 
f f r n m l i ^ 2 W ® A r i - ^ ^ : : i t : : : l B M I l i l j r B i y f f i f i • Newsgroups —t,样•» — h ^wgp^|yiM ^mm^*mti^nm0 i ^ B ^ ^ ® 
! ^ i f f l l g . . . _ . . . . . — ^ m ' M : L ^ l i i :一 
Wilfred CK Lo & S Lam 
侧 _】评 1 8 ^ t^Mi4^^^B 
«1-11 _-nter M iiMi --"Mii i i, 
Carpet Image Anglo-Chinese 
Crystal Palace Flowers at the Square 
HKT Phonecards Nice Floral 
IMS Netcards ~ Touches 
^mmMm^SS@ te^s^ 
HSStaaari3iMBBiakBaiS39MBStaiMiH39i (Bffl*<"^""i"UiL""i*"""^iMiBS8i>"*iSSI 
Wellcome Online Flea Market 
Wellcome Wine Shop back to top... 
#. Infowise - Moneywise - Cyberwise - Entertainment Easylife - Meetingplace - Shoppinglane - Studycell 
Disclaimer and copyright. 
Send comments and questions to webmast@netvigator.com 
http://www.netvigator.com/shopping/main.html 4/25/97 
Wellcome Supermarket Page 1 of 1 
To view chinese language please downbod Unron Viay 
"Weiicome is Hong Kotig^% letuimg tupermarket chain PhnfttttRtiyfflS 
wiih over2Qi> oui(ets, K?M arc ”脚 imitcd to shop with ,mJI^ noffc^^^^TOPairaK 
W5 via aur iimovative home shopping web site" ^||^:f_^^|^^^|P|P|||l9i 
《^^ ^ ？^^  
! 释 f e 
^ ½ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ¾ ¾ 
Netscape 2.0 or above is required for shopping in Wellcome ,1也、Infowise-Moneywise-Cyberwise-Entertainment cnD\/ir^co ccAor-u uv/n4CM" 雄 E l ^ - Meetingplace j t o H T g l a l ^ F T s e ^ SERVlCES-SMRCH-MYMENU 
Disclaimer and copyrighit. 
Send comments and questions to webmast@netvigator.com 
https://imsp001 .netvigator.comy^shoppingAvellcome/subcatA 3 .html 4/25/97 
Wellcome Supermarket Department Page 1 of 2 
j^ ggffWii^ KtttKKm^ •, ,iv,'n "ifiif"-^ --^ ^^ =^ ^Mfcrf^ *^  .^  1 Matoi ^ 
• J j i g w a j A ‘ - j r ^ ’ j » i f t i i i S i K j ^ i a » » > ^ � w , . i M^u m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M 
P I % P H H I ^ R | ^ 5 ?^ ® < = < » 7 ^ i ? " « ^ s » f l 
^ ^ ^ 3 I F 7 S f 7 ^ f S ^ ^ 舊 赢 >hc^pp,ng and ^ h v e n ^ B f l ^ 
^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ y ^ ^ ^ y S wellcome card. ^ s > ^ 
«• Q8D3[_6nf Dethery Cmtomer Service Hoitine 
{ , . L ^ m ^ . • * • • . y^^： 2 8 7 0 ^ I ^ f 2 8 7 0 - m 5 Search •BABY FOOD _BEVERAGES. COFFEE >BISCUITS 
嬰兒食品 ^ ^ 。、文 餅乾 
_BAKERY > I ^ A I ^ ^ A l ^ f b O D S •CANNED MEAT 
. m y i 0 0 D M m . > « F I S H 
• S f ^ B F R U I T e ^ N E D ^ g f M I ^ E N T S 
耀顔生果 VEGETABLES •料類 
• CONFECTIONERY . _ ^ ^ ^ T Y FOOD _ D R H ^ S & JmCES 
• ® Y A m L L E D . e f f i s E N 翁 果 汁 
PRODUCTS PRODUCTS 蜜類 
• ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 及 凍 果 汁 # : ^ ^ l f & VEGETABLES >JAMS & SPREADS 
• u E B R e ^ ^ S i A L e ^ E r c m J H T E R 
• ^ F O O D S •贾趨 & CREAMS . ^ ^ C S & CHIPS & 
寵物食用品 牛奶及忌廉類 ^ ^ 一 
• SOUPS _COOKJNG NEEDS ^ N ( ^ p M s ^ ^ R ^ T A 
M • 琴 脇 . m m . . 
• ^ A N S n S f G . ^ C T R I C A L > S ] ^ ^ W E S 
. l » A R B . M & R E & e E & _ 
家居百貨 GARDENmG 口 家庭用品 
•MENS NEED e ^ ^ ^ S ^ ^ ^ _PATENT MEDICmES 
• l l N : f ^ Y GOODS # ^ ^ i ^ T I C S . ^ T I O N E R Y 
• 鶴 嫩 0 & CIGARETTES # ^ M f f i f f i S _ 文具 
番煙 浴室用品 
Please note that a maximum of 45 product entries can be purchased at each 
transaction. 
Price is for reference only. 
Minimum purchase HK$150 and HK$10 delivery charge will be added to every 
purchase 
—• - — — — . . .._.. 
https://imsp001 .netvigator.comy^shoppingAvellcome/subcatA 3 .html 4/25/97 
Wellcome Supermarket Department Page 2 of 2 
. i ^ f : S S ; ^ = i i ; i ^ S SERVICES-SEARCH-MYMENU 
Disclaimer and copyright. 
Send comments and questions to webmast@netvigator.com 
https://imsp001 .netvigator.comy^shoppingAvellcome/subcatA 3 .html 4/25/97 
Wellcome Supermarket Department Page 1 of 1 
^ > ^ J t t r : ; $ " ^ ^ ^ M i i i a ^ ^ ¾ ¾ : ^ " ! 
^ ^ ^ ^ S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M f ^ i P ™ ^ 匕 “ L 刷 
Wellcome delivery hotline 
Tel: 2554-7831/2555-9820 
C O N F E C T I O N E R Y _ 果 f ^ ^ | 1 
• • ; ‘ ,BARUNES 條裝朱古力 厂 -
P * ^ r ^ " _CHINESE CONFECTIONERY 中式糖果 … 
1 ^ : =严隨隱 .一 _ _糖果 ^ ^ , 
m B & _CHOC.COATED 朱去力 ^ S ^ 4 
M B l # B L m m e o m 片裝朱古力 圓 。 J 
_BAGGEDA>ACKET 代 壯 〜 + — 
f ' ' W m _CHOCOLATE 袋裝朱古力 ^ g S T : .^  
k . M - & ,BOXED CHOCOLATE 盒裝朱古力 寡 | ^ m ^ ,NOVELTIES 曲奇趣糖果 l m k : 
rrnamm- ^MARSHMALLOWS 棉花糖 f a K ^ ‘ 
1 ：… … ’， _CHEWINGGUMS 香口膠 ^ ¾ 
I _CONFEC.OTHERS 其他糖果 B H P ， j 
• GIFTPACKS 禮盒_ 
HK $10 delivery charge will be added to your total purchase with a minimum of 
HK$150 order. 
https://imsp001 .netvigator.comy^shoppingAvellcome/subcatA 3 .html 4/25/97 
WELLCOME Product Page Page 1 of 1 
^ B B S ^ I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ s g m ^ : - i n m 1 « S a l 
< ^ ^ Z ^ ^ ^ m ^ ^ ^ t ^ k ^ 
，nmCTt^ j^Hlll^ j^ j^m^ jjj^jmij|^jj^g|gg|jj^ jmjj^ g^ ^^ l^^ jljm^_^g^Hjpii^^^^ ^SBOBSSSSSSSBP^ ^QBSSS95wSSSS5V^  
~ ^ | • I SHOPPfNCLMNE 一^WB^^^^^^3|^^^J[[ 
Page ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
H ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ H | [ H H WEUCOME m\Ci ^ 潘 A E % ^ ^ f / ^ R f R F ! E S F f i l &ESTVAlUE iS ALWAYS f g P « »* ^ ^ ^ ^ U ^ ^ U j K ^ ^ d WELLCOME « % ^ ^ 
BioWCHWmATE 
Code Product Brand Price QTY 
0630 • CRUNCH SINGLE 44G 美國甘脆朱古力 ^ ^ ^ ^ HK$5.l| |，。 ^ | 
0631 • CRUNCH GIANT 5 OZ 甘脆朱古力 ^ ^ ^ ^ HK$14 | | ^ toP«>i»| 
nr^- „DOUBLENUT&RAISIN _ _ ^._^_^_^, nnvT^ ^^^ tn^c<7l U , 
0637 m^yQ 提子果仁朱古力 DOVE 德芙 HK$5.7 j^ tuProtaj 
0638 mMILK CHOCOLATE 47 G 牛奶朱古力 0 0 ¥ £德芙 HK$5.7| ] A d d t o P _ j 
Put to basket 
#g l | ^ - Moneywise - Cyberwise - Entertainment gERVICES-SEARCH-MYMENU Easylife - Meetingplace - Shoppinglane - Studycell 
Disciaimer and copyright. 
Send comments and questions to webmast@netvigator.com 
https://imspOOl.netvigator.com/shopping/wellcomeM13/S35/^RD/leaf/productl .html 4/25/97 
Review Shopping Basket Page Page 1 of 1 
^ % ^ NETVIGATOR • J l ^ , 
i S h o f > p f n g Mali 鲁•镲 • 春 • J ^ H ® k 
• • SMppSt^Bmket ^ U ^ ^ ^ 
f t m t e _ _ y ^ * ^ 
Your shopping basket will expire in 11:59 hours. To review or modify each item, click on the 
product name. You may also modify the quantity listed below, and then click on "Update" to 
verify the changes. To remove an item, click on the "Remove" box next to the product, then click 
on "Update”. 
If you are ready to purchase the item(s), select "Checkout". To empty the shopping basket 
without making a purchase click on "Empty basket". 
Merchant |Product |PricejQuantity|TotaijRemove 
WELLCOME CRUNCH SEs[GLE 44G 5AO~T\ ~ ~ s J o ~ " • ~ 
Keep shopping Update Empty basket Checkout 
For terms and condltlons of service, click here 
https://imspOOl.netvigator.com^inA"eview_cart.cgi/shopping/wellcomeM13/S35/PRD/leaf7p4/25/97 .html 
Transaction Service Page 1 of 1 
• f ‘ NETVIGATOR j | L 
^ ^ Shopping Mall • • • • 眷 • ^ ^ ^ ^ 
• • € t m _ u t , m p j ^ 
FriApr 25 18:45:03 HKT1997 
This is the list of items in your shopping basket grouped by store. If you have selected items from 
more than one store, the checkout process will be repeated for each store. Please click on one of 
the buttons below to continue. 
WELLCOME 
Item Name Unit Price Quantity Price 
CRUNCH SINGLE 44G $5.10" 1 $5.10 
|sub-total: $5.10 
Continue Checkout Review Shopping Basket 
https://imsp002.netvigator.conVbin/txsvr 4/25/97 
Transaction Service Page 1 of 1 
•含备 NETVIGATOR i ^ 
^ " Shopping MaH • • • • • • • ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ 
• • Cftmkmt Fmm ^ ^ ^ f ^ 
item Name Unit Price ~Quantity Price 
CRUNCH SINGLE 44G $5.10 1 — $5.10 
Sub-total: $5.10 
Applicable delivery charge will be added to your total. 
Shipping Information: 
Name: 
A d d r e s s : 
C i t y : Hong Kong 
S h i p p i n g Phone N o . : 
Biiiing Information: 
]Check here ifbilling name, address, and phone no. are all same as above 
Name: 
A d d r e s s : 
C i t y : Hong Kong 
B i l l i n g Phone N o . : 
C r e d i t c a r d s : WELLCO 
C a r d Number : E x p i r a t i o n D a t e : Jan (1) 1996 
E m a i l A d d r e s s : 
Preferred Delivery Date/Time: 
Message: 
Please enter any personalized message that you would like to accompany your order of the above 
items in the text entry area below. 
Clear this Form Continue Checkout 
https://imsp002.netvigator.conVbinAxsvr 4/25/97 
www.montywong.com Page 1 of 1 
^^m montgomerY wong ^ ^|m^m. 
� ^ p ’ u 8 b s b o p m 
m ^ H f i | ^ ^ 8 S ^ ^ ^ ™ H B | Welcome to my Webshop ^ ^ ^ m m m ^ ^ ^ , ^ W ' l K B B B ^ ^ E | M P a great place to visit when F _ H B B S 9 I B n l M B K l l M M L > . youdon'thavetimeto EMail ； ^ K i i l t i K ^ H ^ i ^ ^ 9 r leave your desk. 
^ f f M K g M f ^ M f a M M i Don't forget MOTHER'S DAY on Password ； 
g - f ^ B M ^ ^ ^ ^ B 8 | H M a y 11th Go st ra ight to the Plaza 
m r ^ ^ ― 一 i ^ ^ e ’ 
m p ® _ = r ^ 
•學參 . : 4 t 4 g | ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ & I fyoujus t wantto 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H i > � b r o w s e , 
go window shopping... 
mmmmm 
l l l _ _ l _ _ ^ iiiiliii|ii|__lllll_III 1 1 1 I 
Home I HK Connection | Splash Entertainment | Businessasia | Classifieds | The Comer | Sports Connection | Monty 
Wong's Webshop | Bindo Search 
安一 Copyright (c) 1997 The Web Connection ^ i 
http ://www.montywong.comy' 4/25/97 
webhk - Webshop Page 1 of 1 
Staying in the office for lunch Zoe? You'll love our culinary delights. 
『 ' l i L f ^ ^ — i i n n p i i ^ % J | L / ^ 
^ ^ S S K ^ a « ^ ® ^ 
^ | | | j j | | y ^ U | ^ P | ^ ^ P ^ ^ P y mimfgotmrr wong's 
^ ^ ^ ^ K u i e b s b o p 
1^¾^^¾^^^^^^^^¾^¾: HorreMS 
|j|^^^^^^^^3^^^^^QiiB D<PRESCXDUNmR 
l ^ ^ J K ^ f -
B f g ^ p g g W F g C T i i M -««« 
W ^ T S j P F " " " ^ ^ ^ " OWXRHBTOra' 
c M ^ g | ^ : : t > i y m _ 
Shopping Basket 
�Back to WebSh0D Entrance I | Express Counter I I Order History I | StaffAssistance I webhk] 
截 
> ^ ^ ^ Copyright (c) 1996 The Web Connection W 
https://secul30.webhk.com/webshop/owa/WbShop4.ShopBasketActionl 4/25/97 
webhk - Webshop Zone Page Page 1 of 1 
j t f l ^ 
攀 一 匪 譯 
No time to shop for office supplies, even though you really need 
them? Save your self some time, getyour paper clips, printer 
cartridges, envelopes and message pads at Office Place. 
* Hong Kong Stationery Directory 
1 ^ ^ ^ ¾ 
. ^^s!iiSMS&^s3 Fof all your stationery needs chose Fastway Stationery -
^I^^BMp^ leading brands at competitive prices. 
HX $tati0itery Dirert^3^^% 
華 
Shopping Basket 
[Back to WebShop Entrance I I Express Counter I I Order History I | StaffAssistance I webhk1 
K ^ 
<4p^^'*^Copyright (c) 1996 The Web Connection W 
https://secul30.webhk.comAvebshop/owaAvbshop5.ShpMall_Home?iCustID=1698&last_loc4/25/97frame-
webhk - Categories page Page 1 of 1 
^i^8ii^^^^^^Q:i f/fPf3/g&fj(Tf> mmg'$ 
^ ^ P uiebst io | 
k ^ ^ F m m f m 
n Statkmery 0 i r e d ^ ^ ^ 
Fa,a_y brings their Hong Kong Stationery Directo^ • Account Books & Accessorics 
on-line to give you a variety of stationery products that ^ 
will keep your office running smoothly. 等 Adhesive Tape,Dispenser & Glue 
Deliveries will be made directly to your office free of 塵 
charge. Please call our office on Tel: 2541 8151 ifyou W battery 
have any enquiries about your order. • Calculators 
We accept Cheque on delivery, Cash on delivery. ^ Clips, Pins & Accessories 
^ ^ 麵 Computer Peripherals 
飞 E Z f ^ � , C o m p u t e r Supplies 
翁 Correction Materials 
_ Diskettes 
_ Files & Ring Binders 
• Hole Puncher 
• Index Dividers & Clear Folders 
^ 1 Inkiet Cartridges 
麵 Labels 
• Magazine, Document Racks/Travs 
• Miscellaneous 
€ 1 Packaging Tape & Materials 
義 Paper & Note Books 
i t P e n s 
<fcPost-It Notes 
• Scissors & Cutters 
藝 Toner Cartridges 
[Office Place1 
[Order History -Hong Kong Stationery Directorv1 
螢 
Shopping Basket 
rBack to WebShoD Entrance I I Express Counter I | Order History I | Staff Assistance I webhk1 
截 
^ * ^ Copyright (c) 1996 The Web Connection ^ F 
https://secul30.webhk.comAvebshop/owaAvbshop.Supp_SubCategories?iSupp=148&iCustIE4/25/97Sdast—l 
webhk - Product List Page 1 of 1 
*IHKHI^^i^^J^l fm^ f4l^ )r/frr^  uwtgV 
^ ^ P uiebshop 
J ^ ^ ^ mmwm 
HK $tabortery D i r e c I ^ ^ ^ 
• The minimum total amount of an order: HK$ 200.00 
• The minimum total quantity of an order : 1 
Clips，Pins & Accessories 
A i _ _ 
Product Name Price Quantity Basket 
• Plastic Fastener $ 16.00 H unit(s) j f e B l 
iPr ^ ~~~"~""^^^^^~ I 9|^B^H 
^ D o u b l e Clips #111(1"� $6.00 H |unit(s) | 8 儀 
• “ ^HUdF 
^ D o u b l e Clips #110 (1-1/4”) $8.40 1 unit(s) | ^ ^ 
_ D o u b l e Clips #109 (1-5/8”) $ 16.80 H unit(s) | f i B 
H^RF' • """"" jH^^^^^^^^B ^ 'EJA' Paper Fasteners $ 26.00 1 unit(s) | j ^ ^ ^ 
• White Steel Clips 2” $ 9.80 H unit(s) J @ | 
- ~ " " " " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * " " ~ ~ ~ 9 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ K 
^^^^_^^^^^ ^^ u^ g^MMg|^ ^ 
會'Prestrong' R-32 Paper Fastener $ 17.50 1 unit(s) O K l t 
0 'Globe' #112 Map Pin $9.00 1 unit(s) ^ j ^ | 
^_^^^^^___^ _^ijjji^j^jii^_ 
• Double Clips #108 (2") $ 20.00 1 unit(s) 簾麵 
^^PWSP^ 
• Jumbo Clips $4.50 H |unit(s) J H | | 
^ipr ， m^^^^^m'. 
[Back1 [Next1 
rOffice Place IHong Kong Stationery Directorv1 
rOrder History - Hong Kong Stationery Directorv1 
• 
Shopping Basket 
CBack to WebShoD Entrance I I Express Counter I I Order History I | StaffAssistance I webhk1 
m 
4 i ^ ^ ^ C o p y r i g h t (c) 1996 The Web Connection W ^ 
https://secul30.webhk.comAvebshop/owaAvbshop.Supp—Products?iSupp=148&iSubCatID=14/25/97:ustID 
webhk - Shopping Basket Page 1 of 1 
^ ¾ ¾ ¾ tfHEMSi99PPEffiS9HR 
— ™ ™ 
Items currently in Zoe,s Shopping Basket Shopping basket Help 
* Product Name Price Quantity Total Discard 
Plastic Fastener $ 16.00 |i $ 16.00 • 
Total Amount: $ 16.00 
* Some Products are out of Stocks when there is a light [Back a page1 
rBack to WebShop Entrance I I Express Counter | I Order History I I Staff Assistance I webhk1 - - — 
m 
<*^^''^Copyright (c) 1996 The Web Connection W 
https://secul30.webhk.com/webshop/owaAVbShop2.GetInItem 4/25/97 
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